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The role of leadership

During the past few months many of us have thought

deeply about the concept of leadership. 

There is little doubt that one of the biggest questions

Canadians and Americans alike asked themselves

throughout the fall elections was which party leader

would be the most suited to guide our countries into the

unknown. We have also recently seen leaders of some of

the world’s largest financial institutions called to answer

questions on the decisions their organizations made

which contributed to today’s economic state.

The actions of world and business leaders are worth

consideration for Alberta’s employers – the leaders of your

organizations. Are you an inspirational role-model for your

employees? Are you guiding your organization towards a

successful, stable future? While you might not face the

same job-related stress as the Prime Minister, you still

have a tremendous amount of influence and responsibility

to the people within your workplace. 

This issue of WorkSIGHT has a number of stories that

touch on the role of leadership. An article on disability

management tells us that the foundation of any disability

management program has to be company commitment

driven by management. A feature article on mental health

is a stark reminder of how our working lives can affect our

overall well-being, and therefore it is vital for employers to

take the lead on issues such as mental health. WorkSIGHT

also profiles Fountain Tire and shows how a change in

leadership allowed the company to implement new safety

ideas and achieve some amazing results.

Alberta employers don’t directly control the future

direction of Canada, however having the well-being of

Alberta’s workforce in your hands sounds pretty 

important too. 

Karen Lamminen, Editor 

karen.lamminen@wcb.ab.ca

W

Editor’s note Letters

What our readers write

Here’s your chance to let us know what you think of

WorkSIGHT. 

Have you read something in WorkSIGHT that has inspired

you or encouraged you to refocus on workplace safety?

Maybe an article has given you a better understanding of

the role you play in Alberta’s workers’ compensation system.

Employers are encouraged to submit health and safety-

related articles for consideration. If you are not up to writing

an article yourself, we’d like to know what your ideas are, or

the types of stories you want to see in upcoming issues. 

Send your comments and/or questions to: 

Attn: Karen Lamminen

WCB-Alberta 

PO Box 2415

9925 - 107 Street

Edmonton AB  T5J 2S5

E-mail: karen.lamminen@wcb.ab.ca

Remember to include your name and a contact number or 

e-mail address where we can reach you. The letters may be

included in upcoming issues of WorkSIGHT, so if you don’t

want your letter published, please be sure to let us know. 

Advertise in WorkSIGHT.
Get the RESULTS you want.

Reach over 80,000 Alberta employers, workers and safety 

associations by advertising in an upcoming issue of

WorkSIGHT. 

WorkSIGHT is distributed each spring and winter to

most WCB account holders throughout the province. It’s an

effective way to reach an audience interested in safety and

disability management. We’re now offering you the

opportunity to advertise within this publication. To learn

more, please contact the editor at:

karen.lamminen@wcb.ab.ca or 780-498-4235.

WCB-Alberta does not warrant that products advertised meet

any required certification under any law or regulation, nor

that any advertiser meets certification requirements of any

body governing the activity.

A magazine for employers, with 
content driven by employers

WorkSIGHT wants to establish a well-rounded editorial

board made up of Alberta employers and representatives

from WCB business areas. This will ensure that the

magazine is relevant and it evolves into the best

information tool it can be. If you are interested in learning

more, and perhaps participating, please contact the editor.
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Last year, 74 per cent of employers that
submitted on time, did it online. 

How will you do it this year?

You can file your annual return Jan. 1 - Feb. 28, 2009, and

doing it online is easier than ever. Your password to online

filing will be in the mail shortly. To log on, visit

www.wcb.ab.ca, enter your account number and password,

and breeze through customized screens with automated

calculations. If you have not received a password by the

first week in February, one can be requested online. 

Your employee’s information 
is confidential – ensure it remains 

that way

All WCB documents that contain information about your

employees are confidential. Employers need to ensure that

if they are sharing any reports – such as providing

information to a Health and Safety registry – all identifying

references to an employee should be removed.

Employers are obligated to protect the personal

information of their employees by making reasonable

security arrangements against unauthorized access.

Privacy legislation also states that employers are

prohibited from using or disclosing a worker’s personal

information in a manner contrary to Section 147 (3)(b) of

the Workers’ Compensation Act.

2009 premium rate statements 
delivered

The 2009 premium rate statements were sent Nov. 13,

2008 to large employers. The statements were delivered 

by mail or online via the Loss Control Reporting (LCR)

application. To access the statement online, employers

must have LCR access. If you don’t already have LCR access,

you can sign up for it using WCB’s online services at

www.wcb.ab.ca. The premium rate statement details the

rate large employers pay, how the rate is calculated and

what claim costs have been used in the calculation. If you

have any questions about your statement, please call 

1-866-922-9221 (toll-free in Alberta).

Employer briefs

Help your workers join the 
online revolution 

The Workers’ Compensation Board is committed to

making a worker’s experience with us as easy as possible.

With just a few clicks of a mouse, they can get

information about their claim quickly, securely and

conveniently – online. 

From 7 a.m. to 7 p.m., Monday to Friday, workers can:

• Check if their claim has been accepted

• Find out when their next payment will be mailed

• Update contact information

How do they get started? It’s easy. All they need is a

high-speed internet connection, their seven-digit claim

number and a temporary WCB-issued password. Our

Claims Contact Centre representatives will be happy to

provide a temporary password to any worker interested in

using Worker Online Services. Call 780-498-3999

(Edmonton area) or 1-866-922-9221 (toll-free in Alberta).

Injury reporting for workers 
now available online

A worker reporting his or her injury to WCB can do it

faster and more conveniently with the online Workers’

Report of Injury (form C060). The online report allows any

worker, in any location, to report an injury. All that is

needed is a high-speed internet connection and an

updated browser. Workers don’t even have to create an

account with WCB. The online report can quickly create a

new claim or be matched with information on an existing

claim. The worker will also receive notification that WCB

has successfully received the report and he or she will be

able to save a copy. W

Coming January 2009
a new website for you to discover

www.wcb.ab.ca
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on workers’
Shedding light
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’mental health
that not all mental health issues need treat-
ment; however, recognizing the symptoms
is critical in determining the next step.
Some people can work through problems
on their own by accessing their usual sup-
ports while others need help getting to the
roots of their issue and implementing cop-
ing strategies, says Rossi.

When in doubt, consult with a men-
tal health practitioner. “Deal with [a men-
tal health concern] when it happens, don’t
wait,” states Rossi. “The sooner we rec-
ognize there is a problem, the better.”

Rossi says quality interpersonal support
and work-life balance are helpful in
maintaining good mental health by acting
as a buffer against stress. “Quality inter-
personal support fulfills our need to be
connected to other people in a meaning-
ful way. It’s a good outlet for stress relief,”
she explains. “If either of these are com-
promised it can be difficult for people with
certain predispositions to cope.” Rossi
believes the work environment plays a cru-
cial role in helping or hindering employ-
ees when it comes to mental health.

Mental health and the
workplace

Organizations can sometimes neglect
an employee’s mental well-being, thinking
a hard hat and steel-toed boots will offer
all the protection they need. Tom Shand,
executive director of the Alberta division

Andy had a hard time coping with his
new responsibilities in taking over the fam-
ily’s farming business. The long hours, cold
weather conditions and solitary nature of
the job were difficult for Andy to adapt to.
He struggled on, eventually taking matters
into his own hands by committing suicide
and striking a devastating blow to his fam-
ily. “My whole life changed. It’s the hard-
est thing to lose a child,” says Little. 

Although he suffered in silence, Andy
wasn’t alone. Many men in the trades and
agriculture industries face similar issues,
but rarely does anyone talk about it. Little
explains, “Unfortunately, social stigmas
and stereotypes keep men silent.”

Mental health

Lori Rossi, a psychologist at WCB’s
Millard Health in Edmonton, describes
mental health as our ability to have ful-
filling relationships, adapt to change, be
productive in our personal and profes-
sional lives and cope with adversity. 

“Mental health issues often don’t have
one trigger; they develop from a combi-
nation of genetic, personal and environ-
mental factors,” explains Rossi. “It’s com-
mon for all of us to have mental health
issues at some point in our lives. We’re all
susceptible.”

Rossi has assisted many workers whose
experiences range from mild depression to
traumatic psychological stress. She explains

What employers aren’t talking about

Rob Little lost his adult son, Andy, to suicide. 

He now volunteers his time to help men address

their mental health. Photo by Olivia Kachman

By: Rosey Bhoon

It happened five years ago,
but Rob Little will never for-
get the day he lost his son.
Little knew next to nothing
about depression and failed
to recognize the warning
signs until it was too late. His
son, Andy, was gone.

Feature
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keeps mental illness hidden beneath the
surface. Shand believes that to change this
tide employers need to create a comfort-
able environment where any worker,
regardless of gender, can come forward. 

What employers can do

“Employers can take an active role to
help move things in the right direction,”
says Shand. Big or small, employers can
make a difference. Rossi suggests a few
things every organization should consid-
er to create a comfortable and open envi-
ronment:
• Communication is a key element for

any workplace to reduce stress and put
workers at ease where their jobs are con-
cerned. Anytime there is a change or a
new focus in the organization, let
employees know – especially when the
change affects their daily duties.

• Create a sense of belonging by express-
ing appreciation and acknowledgement
to employees. Make sure the feedback is
specific to what the worker is doing.
Verbal recognition goes a long way in
making people feel valued and important
to the organization. 

• Enroll in an employee assistance pro-
gram. This type of program provides
employees access to qualified counselling
professionals who can help resolve per-
sonal and work-related problems. 
If employers are unable to provide these
programs, community resources should
be offered as a part of employee orien-
tation. 

These measures may not prevent a
mental health issue from occurring, but it
will help speed up the recovery process.
Rossi strongly believes that employers 
play a critical role in recognizing there
might be a problem and providing 
assistance.

of the Canadian Mental Health
Association, strongly believes that no mat-
ter how much we try to ignore it, mental
health is coming to the forefront in organ-
izations and society. He explains that
although more people are becoming
aware of mental health, employers and
employees alike are reluctant to speak
about it. “Mental health is not taken as
seriously as it needs to be,” states Shand. 

People who work in the trades are at a
high-risk due to the lifestyle that can
accompany their jobs – including work-
ing long hours, facing hazardous condi-
tions and spending significant time away
from their families and their home.
Shand explains that work stressors are even
more apparent here in Alberta where
attracting and retaining workers is a con-
stant struggle for employers.

Men: A group of 
particular concern

Mental illness can affect anyone, but
according to Shand men aren’t as likely to
step forward and acknowledge that they
may need help. “Women are more likely
to open up about mental health concerns
whereas men often don’t feel comfortable
talking about these things,” says Shand.
“Instead, they turn to other outlets to let
out their frustrations such as substance
abuse, episodes of anger or addictions.”

In Shand’s experience, men are often
wary of an employer’s perception. They are
afraid of possibly losing their positions or
being cast in a negative light. This alone

“We need to create a
comfortable environment

where any worker,
regardless of gender, 
can come forward.”

second

highest suicide rate

Twenty per cent of
Canadians 

four people die by suicide
every three days 

Source: Canadian Mental Health 
Association and Statistics Canada

If you, or someone you
know, needs help, call:

Health Link
1-866-408-5465

Mental Health Help Line
1-877-303-2642

AADAC Help Line
1-866-332-2322

For information online, visit:
• DepNet – www.depnet.ca
• Canadian Mental Health 

Association (CMHA) – www.cmha.ca
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WCB assistance

The Workers’ Compensation Board
does more than handle injury claims. They
can help employers evaluate their occu-
pational health program and fill in the
gaps. One of WCB’s goals is to educate
workers, employers, treating practitioners
and family members on mental illness.
WCB can also help employers discover
options to ensure a better work-life bal-
ance. 

To find out more about how WCB can
help your organization, talk to your WCB
account manager or call 1-866-922-
9221 (toll-free in Alberta).

Whether you’re an employer or a work-
er, mental health impacts us all. We can all
do something to end the silence and start
an open dialogue. W

depression, what to say and do with some-
one at risk and resources for getting help.

As a volunteer facilitator, Little shares
his story with others to educate them on
mental health and encourage them to get
help. “If you had a heart problem, you
wouldn’t resist seeing a specialist. Mental
health issues are no different,” he says. 

Turning tragedy into a
way to help others

Little knows too well the devastating
impact mental illness can have on indi-
viduals. After he lost his son, Little made
it his mission to help others facing simi-
lar circumstances. He is now a volunteer
facilitator with the Men at Risk program
in Grande Prairie. Men at Risk is a pro-
gram offered by the Suicide Prevention
Resource Centre, a non-profit organization
that focuses on prevention and interven-
tion of mental health issues. The program
is targeted specifically at men working in
trades, industry and agriculture. The pro-
gram delivers information on the signs of

“If you had a heart problem, you wouldn’t resist seeing 
a specialist. Mental health issues are no different.” 

– Rob Little, volunteer facilitator, Men at Risk

Find a program co-ordinator 
for the Men at Risk program 
near you:

• Grande Prairie and area: 
780-539-0210

• Camrose and area: 
780-679-1241

• Lloydminster and area: 
306-825-5523
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Objective

*Through timely medical and vocational
interventions, continue to improve return-to-
work outcomes in cases lasting longer than
three months to be within five per cent of 
an active claim count of 948 cases.

Increase the number of Partners in Injury
Reduction (PIR) companies covered by a
Certificate of Recognition (COR) by 7 per cent.

*Improve the quality of customer
communication by exceeding an 80 per cent
quality score on key decision communication
letters throughout the year.

Ensure 60 per cent of vocational
rehabilitation clients achieve return-to-work
earnings at 75 per cent or more of their 
pre-accident income.

Work with a select employer group to assist
injured workers in safely returning to work
through a 5 per cent increase in modified
work.

Why is this important?

This initiative reflects our ability and
commitment to ensure workers can return to
work as quickly and as safely as possible.

Partnerships continue to provide the right
focus on safety and disability management.

Good communication remains an integral
part of our Commitment to fairness.

Vocational counselling helps injured workers
make good choices and successfully return to
work.

Fulfills our commitment to help struggling
employers learn good disability management
practices.

Q3 result

On track: Only 1111 clients remain totally
disabled three months after their injury.
Q3 Target: 1,124

Lagging: 7531 employers have achieved
their certificates.
Q3 Target: 7624 

On track: The organizational commitment to
this important initiative is evident in the
year-to-date quality results of 89 per cent.

On track: Through a supported job search
program, we can help injured workers
minimize the financial impact of a workplace
injury.  We are at 64 per cent.

On track: WCB employees have discussed
and educated employers on modified work.
We achieved 61 per cent utilization of
modified work in the third quarter.
Target: 60 per cent

WCB-Alberta’s 

Strategic themes
1. Commitment to fairness

Our work, decisions and relationships are
founded on trust, efficiency and efficacy.

2. Focus on return to work
We must have the services and programs
in place to provide injured workers with
the right support to return to work.

3. Leveraging prevention
We use our resources to promote and
reward safe work practices and good
disability management. 

4. Financial stability
Being financially stable, we can meet the
needs of workers and employers now and
in the future. 

Success is no accident

The scorecard and quarterly updates are posted at www.wcb.ab.ca

* Denotes goal-sharing measure

WCB business

By: Marcela Matthew

An organization that under-
stands its core business, is an
organization poised to suc-
ceed. AtWCB-Alberta, every employee 
knows that our business is returning
injured workers to work, safely and
quickly. This is so clear to us that it seems
almost redundant to have a strategic theme
on it – yet it is that very strategic theme
that got us to this point of understanding
in the first place. 

Corporate strategy is what makes any
company achieve results. Without it, you
are essentially an accident waiting to hap-
pen – out of control and out of sync. For
us, four straight-forward themes keep the
process of business planning on the right
path, making it easy to select objectives
that align every employee in every depart-
ment. Take a look at some of the objectives
every one of us is committed to achieving
this year. With clarity like this, success is
a sure thing. W

WCB’s focused objectives
deliver the right results
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Stability in times of volatility

Disabling injury rate and lost-time claim rate 
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Average premium rate stays steady at $1.32 in 2009.
By: Jennifer Dagsvik

As the economy softens and many Alberta
employers wonder what’s around the corner,
they can depend on one certainty – a stable
WCB premium rate in 2009.

The average premium rate for 2009 is $1.32 for the second
year in a row. A key component of this continued success is the
unrelenting focus and commitment by Alberta employers to
improving workplace safety and return-to-work outcomes.

“It’s about preparedness, stability and long-term thinking,”
says Guy Kerr, president and CEO of WCB-Alberta.
“Leveraging your prevention efforts and financial stability has
given us a strong foundation making it possible to withstand the
economic tempest around us.” He explains that this has result-
ed from many years of planning and focusing on WCB’s core
business and the long-term health of the system.

Alberta employers will also continue to pay the lowest rates
in the country. In 2009, 242 industries will see a rate decrease,
129 industries will see an increase and 22 will experience no 
difference. 

Here are some of the key performance drivers WCB expects
to see in 2009: 
• Insurable earnings are forecasted to grow marginally by one

per cent over 2008.
• The number of lost-time claims is expected to drop to

32,100 if past trends continue. 
• Claim duration is forecast to hold steady at 32.7 days.
• The lost-time claim rate will drop slightly to 1.7 per 100

workers.
• The disabling injury rate is expected to show a small

decrease to 3.3 per 100 workers. 
Although there seems to be many unknowns these days, Kerr

believes it’s critically important to take control of what we can.
By remaining vigilant and keeping our workplaces safe and being
proactive in disability management, he’s confident we will fare
well with the challenges ahead.

For more information on the 2009 premium rate, please visit
our website at www.wcb.ab.ca. W

WCB business
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Profile

A recipe 
for success
A positive attitude during
rehabilitation helps a chef
return to the kitchen

By: Erinne Sevigny 

When Mozes Schouten, a

sous-chef, and his doctor

made the decision to 

amputate his pinkie finger

after trying to rehabilitate

it, his first reaction was

“Oh my goodness!”

Five months prior to the amputation,
Schouten tripped and fell onto his right
hand. His finger was dislocated and he gal-
lantly put it back in place himself.
However, after seeing a doctor, he dis-
covered that the middle bone in his pinkie
had been smashed into five pieces.

A tough decision

Schouten, with help from his WCB
case manager, Sarah Chodak, went
through months of a variety of therapies
in an effort to save his finger. Despite 
multiple attempts to rehabilitate it, the 
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Photography by Ewan Nicholson
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little finger was barely mobile and doing
more harm than good. In the end, the final
decision to take the finger off was up to
Schouten.

The implication of the loss

A lost finger can be a dramatic handi-
cap for a chef. Schouten explains, “The
pinkie and thumb are what holds the veg-
gies in your guiding hand [when chop-
ping].” Holding vegetables properly is also
how chefs achieve speed while chopping,
and Schouten says, “You need to be fast.”

Before his injury, Schouten worked in
a fine-dining restaurant in Hinton. His
interest in cooking began when a man
came to his school in Holland to talk
about the possibility of becoming a chef
as a career. Schouten spent five years in
cooking school before working at sea cook-
ing for merchant marines. Years later, he
would find himself in Alberta, following
his heart after meeting his wife, Trudy,
online. It took him two years to receive a
Canadian work permit, and after a lot of
hard work his career was progressing well.
Although the accident happened not long
after his arrival to Canada, Schouten never
saw it as an end to a flourishing career. 

Staying positive

Knowing how vital rehabilitation
would be to Schouten’s future in cooking,
Chodak saw that he was brought to
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“His job is very technical and requires dex-
terity and co-ordination.”

Returning to work

Eventually Schouten came to the
point where he was able to bring in cook-
ing knives and vegetables to start working
on his chopping skills. Unfortunately for
the Millard Health staff though, Schouten
never reached the point of actually cook-
ing for them because he got a job. This
time not as a sous-chef, but as an execu-
tive chef.

Indeed his positive attitude is what got
him through the trauma of losing a finger
– something that could have been so 
detrimental to his career. While Schouten
was bound to succeed further in his career
regardless, his amputated finger didn’t 
hinder his stride for an instant. W

“Mozes is one of the most motivated and
outwardly optimistic people I’ve met…
just one guy like that on a program and
it lifts spirits. It raises the bar of expecta-
tion for everyone.” 

Schouten’s rehabilitation process began
with gross mobility training – an all-over
workout that gets injured workers physi-
cally ready to return to work. This often
sends workers back in better shape than
they were originally in. “For the first cou-
ple of days, I thought they were trying to
get me into the Olympics,” Schouten
jokes. 

His therapy continued with “desensi-
tivity training” which involved gently rub-
bing different grades of sandpaper on the
amputation site to decrease the heightened
sensitivity in the area, followed by finger
massages and flex training with elastic
bands and ‘theraputty’. MacKinnon says,

WCB’s Millard Health in Edmonton to
work with physiotherapists. It was imme-
diately apparent to Schouten’s therapists
that he was going to remain positive. 

“With amputations, one of the

first things we’re dealing with

is the psychological aspect.” 

Dan MacKinnon, the lead physical
therapist on Schouten’s case, says, “With
amputations, one of the first things we’re
dealing with is the psychological aspect.
There can be a lot of anger and sometimes
a lack of vocational direction. Mozes had
neither of those.” 

His positive behaviour was like an aura
at Millard. It affected all those around him,
from other injured workers to the Millard
staff. MacKinnon verbalizes it well,

16856 - 111 Avenue, Edmonton, AB T5M 4C9
Ph: (780) 488-4008   Fax: (780) 488-4081  Toll Free: 1-877-488-4008

• Mobile Industrial Hearing Testing
• Spacious bright white interior with high standard ceiling in unit
• Comfortable Testing Environment and Sound Booth
• Licensed Audiometric Technician with 16 years experience.
• Reports issued immediately 

    •  Thorough and clear explanation of  testing procedure  
      and results

           • Hearing Protection 
          • Servicing all of  Alberta

One in Ten Canadian Workers Have a Hearing Loss
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90 per cent of their Alberta locations. 
They did this by making safety not only
a priority, but absolutely mandatory. 

Prior to 2006, Fountain Tire had only
the basics when it came to safety – there
wasn’t even a designated safety co-ordi-
nator. However, in 2006, there was a
change in senior leadership. “There were
new and fresh ideas, and safety was iden-
tified as something that was not being paid
enough attention,” says Robertson. Since
then, Fountain Tire has become one of the
safest companies to work for in Alberta

“Tires are bombs,” says Janice
Robertson, the lead safety
specialist of Fountain Tire,
referring to the explosive
quality of pressurized air in a
rubber tube.

In a business where safety hazards exist
that could potentially mean the death of
a worker, Fountain Tire achieved the
Certificate of Recognition (COR) in over

A certificate of
recognition is
achievable and
beneficiary for
both workers and
employers

By: Erinne Sevigny

On the cover
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dards of certified partnerships. Having
COR is required as part of WCB-
Alberta’s Partners in Injury Reduction
(PIR) program which is a rebate program
established to encourage better health and
safety practices in the workplace.
“Eliminating the social and financial
effects of injuries can strengthen the busi-
ness success of participating employers,”
states the Alberta Employment and
Immigration’s website.  

continued on page 19

and has been applauded for doing so with-
in such a modest timeline. This is com-
mendable given their starting point. In
response to this, Robertson emphasizes,
“It’s gratifying that safety is becoming rec-
ognized as a necessary business operation.”

Safety recognition 

Of Fountain Tire’s 87 locations, 79
have achieved their COR. This is award-
ed to employers with health and safety
management systems that meet the stan-

Health and safety 
management 

The challenge of developing a health

and safety management system

depends on the nature of the 

operations being carried out. Some

components of a successful system

include control measures to reduce

the risk to workers from hazards,

worker competency and training, 

an inspection program and an emer-

gency response plan. 

Some of Fountain Tire’s most innova-

tive strategies are online. These

include an eight module, e-learning

“Safety Excellence” course, as well as

an online survey and reporting system.

Apollo Ng, Fountain Tire’s newest

safety co-ordinator, says, “Dealing

with paper is time consuming. With

the new online system, near misses

and other safety issues can be report-

ed quickly, plus it will be easier to 

generate safety stats.” 

Photography by Bluefish Studios
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partners. They can also contact their
account manager at WCB.

Goals in safety

With COR achieved in most of
Alberta, Fountain Tire would like to
achieve the same in other provinces. Here
in Alberta though, Fountain Tire plans to
now focus on modified duties and return-
to-work programs. 

When asked if a maximum level of
safety is attainable, Robertson says with a
smile, “Probably not to my satisfaction…
but I’m looking for progress, not perfec-
tion. It takes a little dedication, a little 
creativity and a lot of hard work from a
great many people [to achieve safety].” W

Health and safety 
strategies in place at 
Fountain Tire

• The implemen-
tation of a “near
miss program”
where any
Fountain Tire
associate, mem-
ber of the public 
or contractor can submit a report
“when something damn-near hap-
pens.” Those warnings are then sent
out as safety alerts via e-mail to all
associates at Fountain Tire.

• A safety committee at each 
location does a monthly inspection
of each site. Part of this team
includes “first-aiders,” who are
associates certified to administer
first aid. This was proven a 
successful strategy at one Fountain
Tire location when a customer came
in and suffered a heart attack. 
The designated first-aider was able
to immediately provide medical 
support until EMS arrived and 
took over.

• Safety bulletin boards in all
Fountain Tire locations.

The time required to achieve COR
varies, depending on the level of the health
and safety management system in place
when an employer begins the process.
“Fountain Tire demonstrated that COR
is achievable, and relatively quickly at that,
despite the challenges presented by inde-
pendent local ownership of each store and
a wide geographical diversity across their
79 [certified] locations,” says James
Wilson, manager of audit and under-
writing at WCB-Alberta. It took these 79
Fountain Tire locations only one year to
achieve COR. 

Employers looking to achieve COR in
their business can access consulting serv-
ices and training through most certifying

continued from page 17

Steps in achieving COR

1. Contact a certifying partner* and inform them of your intent 
to achieve COR. They will guide you through the process.

2. Develop and implement a health and safety management
system.

3. Complete an external audit by choosing an auditor from a list
provided to you by your certifying partner. You must receive a
passing grade of 80 per cent with no section below 50 per cent.

* A certified partner is a company that works in support of the COR program through

Alberta Employment and Immigration. Employers are able to choose a certifying 

partner from a list provided on Alberta Employment and Immigration’s website.

Tire zippers: The most dangerous hazard for a tire

associate is the tire zipper. Driving on an under-

inflated or flat tire and then filling the tire up with

too much air can cause a rupture in the side wall of

a tire. The tire then explodes with enough force to

cause serious injury or death to bystanders.
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Getting the
safety message
out to foreign
workers

duct tape across their mouth – illustrating
being silent. On the duct tape is written
the worker’s fear, followed by an expla-
nation of why speaking up is important.

These free posters are available in
French and English. A fifth poster,
designed specifically for foreign workers,
will be translated into five languages –
Mandarin, German, Punjabi, Arabic and
Spanish. Alberta associations, labour
groups and employers have been contacted
to choose which posters they’d like to
order. Also, new z-cards (business card-
sized folding brochures) are in production,
each aimed at three distinct audiences –
young workers, foreign workers and
employers. All materials are now available. 

View the posters and order online at
www.wcb.ab.ca, or contact WCB -
Alberta Corporate Communications
at 780-498-8680. W

message at foreign workers as well as young
workers. The ‘Give Safety a Voice’ theme
encourages workers to speak up for their
right to a safe workplace. We want to help
them see past their fear of losing a job, not
being understood or looking weak. They
have the right to ask if a job is safe.  

In the past, the “Heads Up. Work
Smart. Work Safe.” campaign traditionally
targeted young workers in Alberta between
the ages of 16 and 24. Last fall, when
WCB’s Heads Up team was discussing its
2008 strategy, the similarities between
young workers and foreign workers was
raised. Both groups are new to Alberta’s
workplaces and may not be fully aware of
their safety rights. They may also be afraid
to ask questions or find out what benefits
are available in case they’re hurt on the job.

The bright yellow campaign posters
will be an attention-getter for any work-
site or lunchroom. There are four posters,
each featuring a close-up of a worker with

By: Jennifer Dagsvik

For most of us, it’s hard to
imagine getting fired for
asking to wear a hardhat or
a safety harness on a con-
struction site. What if you
were seriously injured on the
job? Forget workers’ com-
pensation — it doesn’t exist.

For many foreign workers moving to
Alberta, that’s the kind of working life they
may have left behind. Many have never
heard of standard hours of employment,
workers’ compensation or safety legisla-
tion. After coming to Alberta, if no one
informs them in a way they can under-
stand, how can they learn about our laws
or their rights?

That is why this year’s WCB-Alberta’s
Heads Up campaign is aiming its safety

Post this up in your workplace! ☛

Feature

 All 2008 Heads Up posters and

new booklets are now available

for employers and young and

foreign workers, free of charge.

To order, visit www.wcb.ab.ca,

or contact WCB-Alberta

Corporate Communications 

at 780-498-8680.



You may not speak the boss’s language. But you still have the right to work in a safe place.

Don’t let fear silence you into accepting anything less. Give Safety a Voice.

Workers’ Compensation Board - Alberta • Alberta Employment and Immigration
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disability management’s components, but
you don’t, and you can take elements of
disability management and put them into
even a small organization.”

The vital first step for a successful pro-
gram is leadership support. Aubin says, 
“It doesn’t matter how big or small you are,
its got to be a company commitment…
[Employers have to] walk the talk. Be it a
ma-and-pa shop, or [an organization with]
a board of directors, there needs to be the
commitment that they are going to do
this.”

Collette Hudema, an account manag-
er at WCB who regularly facilitates
WCB’s disability management seminar,
says leadership buy-in is one of the biggest
challenges facing employers she meets at
the seminar. She says many people are new
to the health and safety roles within their
organizations and it is often difficult to get
management onboard behind new dis-
ability management practices. 

Once the foundation of management

Disability management is
somewhat of a buzzword
within occupational health
and safety circles, but what
does it actually consist of? 

“You can paint it different colours, you
can call it different things, at the end of the
day it’s pretty simple: it’s bringing people
back to work in a safe, timely fashion,” says
Denis Aubin, former account manage-
ment supervisor at WCB. 

Your disability 
management program

No disability management program is
exactly alike; every organization has dif-
ferent needs. Reesa John, a health care con-
sultant at WCB, says, “Any employer can
have a disability management program. 
It is a big misconception that employers
need a lot of money to implement all of

 Disability 
Management 
101

It isn’t as
complicated 
as it sounds, 
and WCB is 
here to help

By: Karen Lamminen

Feature
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them. She explains that some companies
come from outside Alberta and if they, on
your organization’s behalf, contravene leg-
islation, your organization will be account-
able. Aubin says it is effective to immedi-
ately work through three questions with
an external company: What responsibili-
ties are they going to assume? What does
a successful program look like for you, the
employer? And how is success going to be
measured?

Modified duties 

If timely and successful return-to-work
is the ultimate objective of disability man-
agement, then a program that doesn’t offer
modified duties wouldn’t be very fruitful.

Kevin Drake, an occupational therapist
at Millard Health in Edmonton, says he
has seen a positive shift in modified-duty
thinking from employers. “I think employ-
ers are really starting to recognize the value
of keeping their employees productive at
work. Employers have many skilled work-
ers and want to keep them within the
workplace as they have invested a lot of
time and training for them to be able to
do their job… In the past, employers have
often just let the worker go or not put in
the effort to really keep them working.
Now, especially with the worker shortage
in Alberta, employers can often find some-
thing meaningful for that worker to do
where they can still be productive.”

Not only is modified work good for the
employer, it’s good for the worker. Drake
explains, “The best form of   rehabilita-
tion is actually being at the worksite…
we find people get better faster and
they get back to regular work 
sooner if given that graduated
return to work.”

support is laid, there are a few elements
that are key to successful disability man-
agement programs – one is having a dis-
ability manager to run and monitor the
program and providing modified work
options to injured employees.

A disability manager

“Bottom-line, somebody has to be
responsible for the program,” says Aubin.
It can be anyone in the organization – a
supervisor, a manager or an administration
assistant. 

These disability managers can work 
in-house or be hired externally. Managing
disability in-house or contracting it to an
external company then becomes a big deci-
sion facing organizations beginning to
implement a program. 

John says in-house disability manage-
ment has seen big successes. She explains
that those working internally have more
of an investment to ensure disability man-
agement is effective and adding value to
the organization. She says organizations
shouldn’t hesitate to consider the route of
establishing an in-house disability man-
ager. Disability management may sound
like an overwhelming area, however John
says it is actually made up of “fairly sim-
ple model components” and “it is very easy
to train the trainer.” There are a number
of companies who can help train people
to do this internally – including WCB.

That isn’t to say that external disabil-
ity management companies won’t help
your organization to run a successful 
program. John has seen many successful
examples of these as well. She recommends
that when employers are selecting an 
external disability management company,
they should do a background check – such
as asking for a history and references. 
The company they hire should also
understand the legislation applicable to

“Bottom-line, somebody has
to be responsible for the
program.” – Denis Aubin,

former WCB account
management supervisor.

WCB offers seminars on
disability management

These free seminars are a great

way to begin planning and

implementing your own disability

management program. Visit

www.wcb.ab.ca for more

information or contact your

account manager.

Millard Health also offers

workshops throughout the

province for a fee on Physical

Demands Analysis (PDA),

modified duties and other topics.

Visit www.millardhealth.com 

or call 780-498-3200.

Collette Hudema, an account manager at

WCB regularly facilitates the disability

management seminar
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with WCB throughout the process is
important too.

So if providing modified duties is so
positive, why isn’t everyone doing it?
Drake explains that some employers
struggle to find suitable modified work
options for injured workers. They don’t
really know how to modify someone’s job,
or what would qualify as suitable modified
work. “I spend a lot of time brainstorm-
ing ideas and talking about options that
they have not considered,” says Drake.
WCB has a number of conditions that
define suitable modified work options.
Please contact your account manager to
learn more or look up modified work on
WCB’s website. W

cedure that is consistent for everyone – not
just a select handful of employees. WCB
has a template modified work policy that
your organization can use. Contact your
account manager for more information.

Identify available modified work
options with a variety of physical demands
(sedentary, light, medium and heavy) to
allow the injured worker to progress back
to their previous level. Drake says ideally
employers want to see the worker upgrad-
ing their tasks as they improve. This is the
best way they are going to recover and get
back to their regular duties. 

Communication keeps the worker’s
modified work program on track. Drake
says communication needs to constantly
happen between the employer, worker and
physician so everyone is aware of their roles
and responsibilities. Communication

For employers that don’t have a mod-
ified work program, Drake lists a few
places to begin:

Develop a modified work policy.
Drake says to create modified work
awareness with all employees so they know
the organization’s approach will be to
accommodate them, or make every effort
to accommodate them, if they are injured.
Awareness also helps the employer achieve
buy-in from the worker. The worker will
know there is a formal approach and pro-

“The best form of
rehabilitation is actually
being at the worksite.” –

Kevin Drake, occupational
therapist, Millard Health.

Types of modified work:
Modifying an existing job – The existing job is changed to either reduce or remove

the parts of the job that the employee is currently unable to do due to the injury. 

Example: Removing heavy lifting or repetitive movements.

Providing alternate duties – The employee does work that is different from their

usual employment, including tasks outside of the company’s day-to-day operations. 

Example: A carpenter is given drafting work. 

Providing transitional work – Regular job duties are undertaken, however the

employee spends less time at them. 

Example: The employee works two hours per day the first week, four hours a day the

following week, and so on. 

Providing a training opportunity – The employee is sent for training. 

Example: A WHMIS course is taken to enhance job skills. 

Source: WCB - Alberta
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By: Nicole Henderson

Team building activities are
becoming more common as
employers organize events designed
to boost employee morale. 

WCB defines team building
activities as activities carried out for
the purpose of building employee
morale or cohesiveness, strategic
planning, providing incentives and
include staff appreciation events.

As employers plan these
activities, thoughts of WCB
coverage may not be top-of-mind,
and, depending on your activity,
employees may be covered.
However, when planning team
building activities, employers
should always assess and control
any health and safety hazards as
they would for any other
employment activity. Unfortunately,
in a few circumstances, workers
have been seriously injured or killed
during team building exercises.

With team building activities,
the nature of the activity is not the
determining factor for coverage.
What is important is whether the
employer directed the activity or
whether there was an expectation
the employee participate. Voluntary
activities are not covered. W

SCENARIO ONE: Injury while participating in a scavenger hunt
As a way to build staff morale, ABC Advertising Agency holds a scavenger hunt at Fort
Edmonton. Although the employer indicates participation is not mandatory, employees
generally feel they need to demonstrate that they are team players and most, if not all,
participate in the team building event. During the hunt one of the employees, Henry, is
stung by a bee and misses two days of work due to a bee sting allergy. Is Henry covered?

Yes. The team building event is covered because all employees were expected to attend.
Additionally, insect bites are covered as an employment hazard if the worker’s employment
caused him or her to be in a time and a place where he or she is exposed to insects 
(Policy 02-01, Part II, Application 1: Employment Hazards).

SCENARIO TWO: Injury during strategic planning
ABC Advertising Agency holds an annual retreat in Jasper to set corporate goals for 
the coming year. Henry is injured in a meeting when the chair he is sitting on suddenly
collapses. He falls to the floor and hits his head, causing a concussion. Is Henry covered?

Yes. Their entire team was required to attend, and the chair is considered a hazard of 
the premises.  

SCENARIO THREE: Injury during travel from a team building activity
On the way home from the annual retreat, Henry suffers a neck injury in a motor vehicle
accident. Is Henry covered?

Likely yes. When a team building activity is covered, travel to and from the team building
activity is also covered if the activity was off-site. However, regular commuting to and from
work is not covered. Adjudicators will consider whether Henry was on a personal deviation
from his route home (Policy 02-01, Part II, Application 3: Travel).

SCENARIO FOUR: Injury during the Corporate Challenge
Henry signs up for lawn bowling at the Corporate Challenge. He breaks two toes when
he drops a ball on his foot. Is Henry covered?

No. Participation in the Corporate Challenge is entirely voluntary.

COVERED  NOT COVERED?OR

Team building activities
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Courts rule stress must be
‘objectively determined’
By: Douglas R. Mah, QC  
WCB Secretary & General Counsel

Stress is a part of everyday life and is experienced at work, home and other social
settings. Some of us manage stress better than others. In some cases, stress is disabling.

Under WCB policy1, chronic onset stress (stress that is cumulative and not attributable to
a single traumatic event) that occurs in the workplace may be recognized as a compensable
injury if:

• There is a confirmed psychological or psychiatric diagnosis under the DSM IV,
• The work-related events or stressors are the predominant cause of the disability,
• The workplace events are excessive or unusual when compared to the normal pressures

and tensions experienced by the average worker in a similar occupation, and
• The events are objectively confirmed.
These requirements are in place because stress is subjectively experienced and may arise

from multiple sources including work. Normal pressures and tensions include routine labour
or employee relations matters such as work performance, discipline and dismissal. Labour,
employment and human rights law already provide processes and remedies to deal with such
issues.

A couple of recent judicial review cases in the Nova Scotia Courts have considered this
objective standard for acceptance of chronic stress claims. In Embanks2 an office worker
claimed stress after being refused parking, getting jostled at the photocopier and having
conflict with a supervisor.  In upholding a tribunal decision to reject the claim, the Court
stated that the claimant’s subjective view of the events is important evidence but must be
measured against the objective standard of “unusual and excessive stressors compared to
those experienced by an worker in the same or similar occupation.”

“An objective assessment, as set out in the Policy, is consistent with the scheme and
purpose of [the Act] and, in my view, furthers its overall intent to provide no fault
compensation for injuries resulting from workplace accidents.”

In Bishop3, the Court recognized the legitimacy of a chronic stress claim in the case of a
miner who worked in conditions which, objectively viewed, were particularly dangerous
when compared to those of the average miner.

The application of an objective standard for mental stress claims in workers’
compensation cases is consistent with the common law as recently restated by the Supreme
Court of Canada. In the Mustapha4 case, the Supreme Court refused to grant damages to a
man who had sued his water supply company because of the presence of a dead fly in a
plastic container of water delivered to his house. The man had suffered a well-documented
mental breakdown after seeing the fly.  

The Court ruled that in order for the injury to attract damages, it must be reasonably
foreseeable in the sense that the event (seeing the fly) must be capable of causing the injury
(mental breakdown) in “a person of ordinary fortitude.” This objective standard was not met
in this case. 

1 Policy 03-01, Part II, Q3
2 Embanks v. Nova Scotia (Workers’ Compensation Appeals Tribunal), 2008 NSCA 28, April 15, 2008
3 Bishop v. Nova Scotia (Workers’ Compensation Appeals Tribunal), 2008 NSCA 29
4 Mustapha v. Culligan of Canada Ltd., 2008 SCC 27

W

Legal View
Given the individual
circumstances of each claim,
WCB looks at the following
factors to determine 
whether a team building
injury is covered:

• Did the injury occur on the

employer’s premises?

• Was the activity on work time? 

• Was the employee paid for the time?

• Was the activity for the benefit of

the employer?

• Was the employee in that place at

that time for employment reasons?

• Did the employer direct or supervise

the activity?

• Was the employee’s participation in

the activity mandatory or voluntary?

- Did the employer encourage

participation?

- Was there an expectation that the

employee attend?

- Was the employee concerned

about potential unfavourable

treatment for non-attendance?

[See Policy 02-01, Part II (especially
Applications 1: Employment Hazards, and 
2: Time and Place)].
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Taking control of
WCB premiums

their base rate. Depending on the size of
the employer, this could be thousands of
dollars in WCB premiums. 

ICP recognizes employers’
commitment to safety

ICP is designed so that employers who
perform well will pay less and employers
who perform poorly will pay more. The
ICP program is about providing options
to industries who want to customize their
ER program. It gives options to individ-
ual industries rather than applying the
same calculations to all industries. If the
cost relief option is selected, it reduces the
need to collect premiums up-front.

ICP allows industries to take stronger
command of making workplace safety a
priority. Injury prevention is the ultimate
goal: Albertans working – safely.

If employers would like to find out
more information on ICP and how their
industry can participate, please contact
WCB’s underwriting team at 780-498-
7937.  W

employer to their industry average. If an
employer is doing much better than the
industry average, they would see a bigger
discount; however, if they were perform-
ing worse than average, they would face a
bigger surcharge. Presently the maximum
discount or surcharge an employer can
receive through ER is 40 per cent. With
ICP, an industry can decide to maximize
a discount or surcharge to as much as 60
per cent.

Different participation factors can
also be used to decide how much of a con-
tribution individual employers will make
based on their size. Smaller employers can
be eligible for bigger discounts and sur-
charges. Employers who previously may
have had their discount or surcharge
capped at 10 per cent could now see an
adjustment of up to 40 per cent. Each
industry can decide what that percentage
should be.

Most employers in industries partici-
pating in ICP will see immediate financial
benefits through lowered premium rates
by choosing the cost relief option.
Currently included in each industry pre-
mium rate is a levy for retro-active cost
relief. If an industry agrees not to use cost
relief for pre-existing conditions, they can
opt out of paying the levy and reduce their
premium rate. For every $1 of premium
rate, they’ll save between $0.03-0.04 on

By: Cynthia Hoy

“The experience rating (ER)
program is very good, but we
would like WCB to offer
options for individual indus-
tries to customize their pre-
miums.”

This was the feedback last year when
WCB invited employers to discuss the
experience rating (ER) program. WCB has
since responded with Industry Custom
Pricing (ICP), a new program that pro-
vides flexibility, encourages accountabili-
ty and more closely reflects individual
claims performance while focusing on
injury prevention.

How ICP works

With ICP, industries can customize ER
to better serve their goals. Features that can
be customized through ICP include the
size of discounts and surcharges, partici-
pation factors in the plan and the removal
of cost relief, where pre-existing conditions
are present. Each industry can decide the
features of ICP they want, and create a
program based on their preferences.

Industries can increase the discounts
and surcharges they earn. Discounts and
surcharges are applied when comparing an

A new program gives 
options to industries

ICP is designed so
that employers
who perform well
will pay less and
employers who
perform poorly
will pay more.

WCB business
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Current online services for employers:
• General access – Apply for a WCB account, obtain clearances

and pay your premiums

• Password access – Report an injury, obtain loss control reports,
maintain your account and file your annual return

To obtain a password, visit the employers section of the website, 
fill out the registration form and fax it back to us.

Feature

Starting a
web-volution
WCB-Alberta’s website:
From information
source to business hub

By: Marcela Matthew

1998 was a dynamic year that saw the
founding of Google Inc. and the launch of
Windows 98. Closer to home, it was the year WCB -
Alberta launched its first website and opened a new chapter
in its interactions with stakeholders. 

A lot has changed since that first hopeful introduction. 

Today’s online users know 
what they want

“Web users are getting more ruthless and selfish when they
go online” says Jakob Nielsen, a web usability expert, in a BBC
News web article earlier this year. His words ring true for those
who like to live and play on the web. Users no longer just want
information; they want to do business – as quickly and sim-
ply as possible.  

Nielsen believes that this makes users resistant to distrac-
tions that prevent them from getting their business done – an
important lesson for WCB as we conduct more and more busi-
ness online. So, how does WCB ensure we provide simple trans-
action capabilities without those distractions? We thought we’d
start at the beginning by revamping our corporate website.

In dog-years our current website is about 70 years old, with
the last major update done 42 years ago (2002). Multiply those
numbers by 100 to determine web years! This estimate is not
scientific but you get the picture. It was time for a change. 

We then mark 2008 as the year to rethink and rebuild our
site to enhance client access to online services and the usabil-
ity of our information. To get it right, we are consulting many
people to ensure different perspectives are considered – and you
may be one of them.

What is changing?

We have simplified our home page so no matter who you
are, you’ll know where to go for information quickly. This sim-
ple way into the site will eliminate a lot of confusion for first-
time visitors. Once you select the area you want to be in, you’ll
have a stakeholder-specific home page where your online serv-
ices will be easy to find along with business information rel-
evant to you. 

The new home page and stakeholder-specific areas are a
great start for our longer-term business vision that will provide
you with easier access to your online services through a cus-
tom portal designed with you in mind. It will be called
myWCB online services and you can look for it to be avail-
able mid-2009.  

This latest evolution moves our website from not only being
a great source of information, but also a place where you can
easily and conveniently do your WCB business. Our conver-
sion to the new website will be complete at the start of 2009,
so check your bookmarks early in the new year to ensure they
still take you where you need to go. W
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Innovations take safety 
to new levels
By: Melissa Preston

Reducing carbon monoxide exposure

“As a responsible employer, we know we need to fully protect our workers but still allow them to get the job done efficiently,” 
says Norwood Foundry’s general manager, Robert Day. Keeping this sense of accountability in mind, the company has developed an
innovative ventilation method to virtually eliminate carbon monoxide (CO) emissions inside their plant, resulting in a significantly
safer environment for their workers. 

Low-level CO exposure, common in foundries, is produced by the partial combustion of sand mould binders from the heat of the
casting process. Due to carbon monoxide’s unassuming appearance – having no smell or colour – exposure may go unnoticed,
resulting in recurring flu-like symptoms.  When samples of the air quality in worker zones exceeded the allowable limits set by the
Occupational Health and Safety Code, the company recognized an immediate solution was needed.

In place of using expensive procedures developed by external engineers, input from the actual shop floor helped Norwood
Foundry create a simple and effective solution. The company was able to control the root of the problem by developing an economical
series of local exhaust systems, placed in three different work areas in the plant. The hoods create a temporary tunnel over the
moulds to evacuate the gas emitted in the casting process, with fresh air going in one end and toxic gas being extracted out the
other.  Day explains that this system is most desired as it uses a small amount of directed air to carry the gases safely away from the
worker, whereas other systems use a large volume of air to dilute the gases. The lower air volume results in less expensive equipment
being required and no additional heating costs.

Warning system allows operators to shut down safely

Worldwide Matrix Inc. has developed an innovation that is designed to reduce
the chance of explosion, fire, environmental damage or injuries to workers using
high or low-pressured equipment.

The system alerts operators that damage is being done to piping systems before
a wash-out to the atmosphere happens, giving them time to react to the situation
before it is too late. A wash-out is when a fitting or piping system releases any
material the system may be carrying to the external environment, such as sour gas
or a corrosive chemical. The release is usually due to the “wear and tear” of metal
from solids, such as sand or gravel, or from the simple dynamics of flow. Allan
Gallant, operations manager for Worldwide Matrix, says the system will warn
operators that there is wear in the piping system and it is near washing-out –
allowing them time to take steps to shut down, inspect the equipment and make
repairs.

The Matrix Early Warning System uses breach channels and gauges to measure
any increase in pressure once channels are breached, indicating a failure at the
most vulnerable parts of the piping system. The system is just starting to be used in
the oil and gas industry, however it can be used in any industry that may have pipe
erosion issues, such as chemical or water plants.
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Seminars and Workshops
for employers

Signing up
For a complete list of the 2009 workshop and seminar dates, visit www.wcb.ab.ca. 
Registering online for the workshops and seminars is easy!

1. Visit www.wcb.ab.ca
2. Click the Employer link on the home page and click on Seminars and Workshops.
3. Select the session you want to register for and complete the form.
4. Once the form has been submitted, you will receive an e-mail confirmation and 

the address within a few business days.

If you have any questions, call toll-free at 1-866-498-4694. 
Workshops and seminars are free of charge to WCB account holders.

Note: Workshop dates are subject to change or cancellation.

EMPLOYEE INFORMATION WORKSHOPS
A general overview of information related to 

maintaining a WCB account will be provided in these

sessions. Topics include fundamentals of workers’

compensation, subcontractor liabilities, insurable

earnings, coverage for business owners, managing 

your workers’ compensation account and the impact 

of claim costs on premiums.

APPEALS SYSTEM: UNDERSTAND THE 
WCB APPEAL SYSTEM SEMINAR
This one-day seminar is designed specifically for

employers. It will show them how to participate

effectively in the processes used to review and appeal a

WCB decision, whether it is claim or premium-related. 

It also gives employers an overview of the review and

appeal processes. 

DISABILITY MANAGEMENT SEMINAR
This one-day seminar is designed to help employers

understand the relationship between claim costs and

WCB premiums, and how both can be controlled through 

an effective disability management program. The

seminar discusses the six key elements of a disability

management program. 

PREVENTING VIOLENCE AT WORK SEMINAR
Workplace violence is an unfortunate reality that all

organizations face in today’s world. Employers have 

a responsibility to themselves, their co-workers and 

their families to manage and minimize potential

workplace violence as part of a total health and safety

program. In recent years, creating a safe place for

employees to work has not only become important, it’s

now law. WCB has developed a seminar geared towards

employers who are interested in developing a workplace

violence prevention program.
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